
Which Electric Golf Cart Style is Better

Single
vertical
pole
design

Folding 
Tripod
design

Having sold and serviced 

hundreds of each style, we are 

uniquely qualified to make a 

judgement as to which design is 

better. To be sure there are pros 

and cons to both, like anything 

else. We will try to point out the 

main pros and cons of each.

Single vertical pole design  Folding tripod design

Pros
1. Lightweight, easy to carry and stow.

2. Simple to fold / unfold.

3. Replaceable tires - as long as the wheel frame is undamaged the 

tire portion only can usually be replaced

4. Relatively inexpensive

Cons 

1. A little tippy and unstable on hills due to the narrow wheelbase 

and large wheels. Also the pro point of lightweight actually 

contributes to the tippiness and unstability. 

2. Tires wear out quickly due to poor quality rubber - the small 

front tires especially due to horizontal drag when turning.

3. Vertical pole assembly can break after a few seasons, 

depending on amount of usage and number of times tipped over. 

There are two inherent weak spots on the pole assembly - first 

one at the point where the wiring harness from the ECU controller 

goes through the hole (the hole weakens the frame member) -   

second one at the base of the pole where it attaches to the 

horizontal cross member.

4. Basic cheap front wheel tracking adjustment

5. Basic controls with fewer features

6. Cheap rear anti-tip wheel made from thin gauge plastic

Pros
1. More solid and durable construction - heavier gauge and 

larger aluminum tubing is used

2. Longer lasting plastic front wheel which slides more easily 

for improved turning

3. Lower centre of gravity, wider wheelbase, smaller wheels 

and slightly more weight all provide better stability

4. Usually more feature rich - LED or LCD displays which 

indicate speed, distance travelled etc.

5. Usually have electronic tracking adjustment as well as 

better quality manual adjustment mechanism

6. Tripod design has no weak spots where frame may be 

expected to break sooner or later

7. Usually solid rubber tired, heavy duty anti-tip rear wheel, 

with spring loaded quick release pin

Cons
1. Somewhat heavier although this is also a pro due to 

increased stability

2. Slightly more complex folding / unfolding procedure

3. Usually more expensive

Conclusions
Although marginally more expensive, we feel that 
the folding tripod design is the overall winner.
It is generally more solidly built, is far more stable 
and has superior features than the lighter single 
vertical pole design. It is also quite easy to fold 
and unfold. 
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